Press Release

Pre-Engineered Steel Buildings speeding up Indian manufacturing and infrastructure

Everest launches India’s first Technical Manual on
Pre-Engineered Buildings
- The company completes 50,00,000 sqft of industrial infra construction in South India
- Plans to intensify its project acquisition and delivery in Southern India
____
Chennai, November 10, 2017: Fuelling speed to the growing demand for Pre-Engineered
Buildings, Everest Steel Building Solutions, the Pre-Engineered Building division of Everest
Industries Ltd, launched India’s first Technical Manual on Pre-Engineered Building (PEB)
technology. Estimated to be close to Rs 5000 Cr in India, PEB industry is the solution of choicefor
fast durable and safer construction of industrial, warehousing, and commercial buildings.
The first-of-its kind Technical Manual was unveiled by an eminent panel of Structural Consultants
and Architects from Chennai comprising of Dr. C.N. Srinivasa Rao, K. S. Money, Oscar G Cancessao,
Dr. S. Kandaswamy, and Prashanth Kharche. The manual, developed by Everest in close
consultation with industry stakeholders like leading consultants, architects, engineers, project
managers, govt. Institutions and industry experts, will be used by Architects, Design Engineers, and
Project Managers as a technical orientation and reference guide and training tool for designing,
detailing, manufacturing and erection of Pre-Engineered Steel Buildings.
Speaking on the occasion Manish Sanghi, Managing Director, Everest Industries said, “The PreEngineered Steel Building concept is recognised to be the most versatile, fast and economical method
of constructing modern buildings. PEB industry y is estimated to be close to Rs 5000 Cr in India and is
growing at rapid pace . With the great potential that Make in India brings to the industry, we estimate
strong double digit growths for the industry to continue. Being one of the largest PEB makers with 3
manufacturing facilities and a robust design and erection team and the credibility of on time delivery
of projects, we are well prepared to tap this opportunity. We have delivered some of the flagship
projects in Southern India in last five years with more than 50 lac sqft of construction of industrial
infrastructure in the region. We intend to further strengthen our project acquisition and delivery
credentials in this part of the country.”
The Everest Pre-Engineered Steel Buildings are widely used in industrial and commercial
infrastructure i.e. large factories, warehouses, logistic parks, shipyards, airports, car showrooms,
large format retail outlets, schools, and exhibition centres. Everest Steel Building Solutions has
already completed more than 2000 PEB projects covering more than 5Cr sq ft of construction
across 275 cities in 29 states in India. This includes the Ro-Ro Ferry Terminal in Gujarat
inaugurated by Prime Minister Narendra Modi last month and the tallest PEB building in the
country – the Goa Shipyard, last year.. In Southern India Everest has recently completed the
construction of 3,23,000 sqft factory for TATA Power near Bengaluru and have bagged the order for
construction of the latest plant of global Auto component maker Motherson Sumi near Chennai.
This apart Everest has built industrial and logistic infrastructure for many a brands in South in last
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five years, which includes MTR Foods, Sundaram Motors, Britannia, ACC Cements, Godrej, Exide,
Adani Infra, Reliance Industries, Rico, Minda etc.
About Everest Industries Ltd.
Incorporated in 1934, Everest Industries offers a complete range of building solutions such as
roofing, ceiling, wall, flooring and cladding and the Pre-Engineered steel buildings for industrial,
commercial and residential applications. Over the past eight decades, Everest has constantly
evolved to keep pace with the changing demand in the construction industry. With the latest
technology and highly skilled manpower, the company also emphasizes upon promoting ‘green
building’ concept through its products and solutions. Everest’s innovative and modern building
products are produced at state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities at Kymore (Madhya Pradesh),
Kolkata (West Bengal), Nashik (Maharashtra), Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu), Somnathpur (Odisha),
Ranchi (Jharkhand), Dahej (Gujarat) and Roorkee (Uttarakhand). Presently, the Company’s building
products and solutions are available across more than 1 lakh villages and 600 cities in India as well
as in international markets.
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